
                   
 

Elite ER110WH1 Sable Fixed Frame Projection Screen (54 x 96")  

The Elite 54 x 96" Sable Fixed Frame Projection Screen is a simple, 
affordable and efficient screen for home or educational use. It is designed 
to accommodate today's Home Cinema 720P and 1080P projectors.  

The screen installs in a matter of minutes and features a bright CineWhite 
projection surface with a Gain rating of 1.1. The screen contains a solid 
black backing which eliminates any "spill" light from contaminating the 
picture. In addition, the surface is black velvet which not only increases 
the stylishness of the screen but will absorb any extra light thrown off by 
the projector.  

The Sable mounts in minutes with wall mounts that are designed to assist 
you in leveling the system. 

 Home Theater fixed frame screen is designed for today's 720P and 1080P Home Cinema projectors  

 Highly versatile CineWhite Gain 1.1 flat tensioned screen material  

 Standard black backed screen material eliminates light penetration  

 Black velvet surfaced covered 2.36" aluminum frame enhances overall appearance and absorbs projector light overshoot  

 Easy to assemble and install in minutes  

 Adjustable fix plates provide equal tension over the entire projection surface  

 Sliding wall mounts ensure the installation is properly centered  

 Available diagonal sizes from 92, 100, 106, 110 and 120" in 16:9 HDTV format  

Type  

Style  Sable Fixed Frame  

Front/Rear Projection  Front  

Mount  Wall  

Finish  CineWhite  

Tension Control  Tensioned  

Keystone Control  Not Applicable  

Dimensions  

Overall Size  Not Specified by Manufacturer  

Image Size  54 x 96" (1.4 x 2.4 m) (HW)  

Diagonal  110" (2.8 m)  

Format  HDTV  

Aspect Ratio  16:9  

Masking Options  Not Applicable  

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Shop-by-Brand-Elite/ci/4/N/4294255798/phd/4291463461


Controls  

Voltage  Not Applicable  

Integrated Control  Not Applicable  

Control Options  Not Applicable  

Casing  

Color  Black  

Material  Aluminum frame  

Length  Not Specified by Manufacturer  

General  

Shipping Weight  28.7 lbs (13kg)  

 

 


